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Abstract

War and poverty are ‘extraordinary conditions created by human intervention’ and ‘preventable public health problems.’ War and
poverty have many negative effects on human health, especially women’s health. Health problems arising due to war and poverty are
Objectives: Infertility is one of the wide-spreading problems that involves 15% of couples who are in reproductive age. Most of
being observed as sexual abuse and rape, all kinds of violence and subsequent gynecologic and obstetrics problems with physiological
the young couples that suffer from infertility could be cured by means of highly-developed methods and associated reproductive
and psychological courses, and pregnancies as the result of undesired but forced or obliged marriages and even rapes. Certainly,
technology (ART). It is important to study about the treatments and methods to improve fertility rate, oogenesis and folliculogenesis.
unjust treatment such as being unable to gain footing on the land it is lived (asylum seeker, refugee, etc.) and being deprived of
In this study, different types of stem cells which could be used for treatment of infertility would be introduced and discussed.
social security, citizenship rights and human rights brings about the deprivation of access to health services and of provision of
Evidence Acquisition: Various internet search engines and data bases including Google, Google Scholar, PubMed, Medline, The
service intended for gynecology and obstetrics. The purpose of this article is to address effects of war and poverty on the health of
British Library, and Library of Congress were used.
reproduction of women and to offer scientific contribution and solutions.
Results: During the process of puberty, follicles grow and change. Finally they become Graffin follicles. There are various theories
Keywords: Poverty, Reproductive health, War

Abstract

about the origin of the follicles and follicular cells. Many diseases or side effects of various therapies (specially the methods that are
used in cancer treatment) affect a high range of female patients and cause infertility. The transplantation of exo-ovarian stem cells
could be applied in these patients to get advantage of stem cells with non-ovarian derivation. These cells could be used in treatment
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Results and Discussion
Human Ovary and Ovarian Reserve
According to an old theory, it is believed that ovarian
follicles are constant after birth and there is no increase
in its level after it. As would be discussed later in detail,
this theory has been widely debated in recent years. The
theory describes that ovarian follicle and oocyte counts,
decrease gradually until menopause: follicle count reaches
to the maximum level at 20th week of intra-uterine life
(about 7 million); it reaches to 1-2 million at birth, 30 00040 000 at puberty, and during reproductive age, it is less
than 1000 at menopause (1). The theory claims that about
400 follicles reach to Graffin stage and release the oocyte
(2).
Human Ovary and Folliculogenesis
During the process of puberty, follicles grow and change to
primordial follicles, primary follicles, secondary follicles,
pre-antral follicles, antral follicles, and finally Graffin
follicles. At antral stage, numerous follicles become atretic
and just a few of them grow and reach to periovulatory
stages. All of process is under the effect of gonadotropins.
After the process, under the hormonal and GFs’ effects,
one of the follicles releases its oocyte and gets ready for
fertilization (3). A resting follicle is in primordial stage
and histologically oocyte is surrounded by a single flat
layer of epithelial cells and a basement membrane. Most
of the factors which are the cause of “folliculogenesis
development start” and the cause of “change of primordial
follicle to primary follicle” remains unknown.
Studies on cattle, monkeys, and humans have
demonstrated that in vitro ovarian tissue culture causes
a reduction in the inhibition that is present in in vivo
condition, and primordial follicles begin their growth
to the next levels (4). The change of the morphology of
granulosa cells from being flat to cuboid is necessary for
follicular growth. Proliferative cell nuclear antigen (PCNA)
signals the beginning of proliferation and morphological
change of granulosa cells. Two or more layers of granulosa
cells surround secondary follicles. When the number of
granulosa cell layers reach to 3-6, surrounding stromal
cells form theca layer. This layer turns into 2 layers,
Internal theca and external theca and blood vessels are
created between the 2 layers. During this period of time,
the factors involved in folliculogenesis could pass through
the blood vessels and induce or inhibit follicular growth
(5). When epithelial-like cells are formed in theca interna,
follicle enters pre-antral stage, and liquid-filled antrum
begin to take form into the follicle. Under the influence
of gonadotropins and GFs, follicles get larger, granulosa
cells proliferate and are differentiated. Cells close to
oocyte are differentiated from Corona radiata. All of these
phenomena eventually result in pre-ovulation follicle.
Communication between surrounding granulosa cells
and oocyte help the growth and the maturation of oocyte
and makes it ready for fertilization.
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The Origin of the Follicles and Follicular Cells
There are various theories about the origin of the follicles
and follicular cells. The oldest theory is “primary or base
theory”. This theory claims that many mammals have
ability to produce a certain number of oocytes which is
determined during the embryonic period and each oocyte
is surrounded by somatic cells to form follicles (6,7). In
recent years, several scientists have claimed that during
reproductive age and years after it, there is no increase in
the number of oocytes in the ovaries and all the oocytes
develop in embryonic period (6). Due to hormonal
regulations, a very small number of oocytes in the ovaries
have the opportunity to grow and reach their ovulation
phase and finally, many of follicles become atretic follicles.
The number of available follicles from adolescence to age
50 (menopause), is reduced gradually and ultimately none
of them would be available (8). Today, many researchers
have accepted the basic theory that claims follicles and
oocytes are formed from stem cells during embryonic
period and their count remains constant after birth (no
follicle formation after birth); however, during the last
150 years, numerous studies have also demonstrated that
folliculogenesis occurs after birth.
Waldeyer in 1870 emphasized his opinion that no
oocyte and follicles are formed at postnatal period in
mammals and birds, and their generation is from ovarian
surface epithelium (OSE) or germinal epithelium in the
ages before the birth (9). Waldeyer’s theory changed by
Kingrey a few years later. Kingrey believed that oocytes
which are generated in embryologic period would be
replaced by oocytes derived from germinal cells later.
Allen concurred with the previous theories and added that
mitotic divisions in the germinal epithelium produce new
oocytes (10). In later years, Pearl and Schoppe noted that
there is no increase in the number of oocytes and follicles at
postnatal period and endorsed Waldeyer’s theory to some
extent (11). Discussion and study about the appearance
of a new source in mammalian ovary, reached an impasse
by Zuckerman (6). However, in later years scientists such
as Peters (12) took the theory more practical and showed
that oocyte-like cells in the S phase of meiosis II eventually
become oocytes if their prenatal growth is completed.
These oocytes remain in the ovaries of mice for life and
they are used during the fertility period.
However, the basic theory of biology of reproduction
in mammals stated that female mammals are born with
an assortment of specific and non-renewable oocytes
and all of these oocytes are arrested in meiosis I and are
enclosed by surrounding cells which called granulosa
cells, and form follicles (13-15). Other researchers
claimed that, the follicles in the life after birth, gradually
decreases and apoptosis is the reduction mechanism
(16,17). They purported that ovarian reserve in humans
finishes after the 50s and individual inters menopause
(18). However, the scientists provided no reason that why
the phenomenon of oogenesis in humans stops postnataly,
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but in some animals like Drosophila melanogaster, there is
germinal epithelium in the adult ovary and also oogenesis
happens (19).
It seems that just few species, mentioned above, are
classified in base theory. In one of the species of monkeys,
transition stages of oocytes could be seen in different
phases of meiosis I, even some of them are considered as
germ cells because of standing on very early stages. These
cells were also seen in ovaries of young and adult monkeys
(20). These findings were confirmed in later years by other
scientists, like Ioannon (21). According to this theory, it
was believed that in some mammalian species, including
humans, ovaries faces an atretic mechanism during
fertility and ovarian reserve and gametes remaining from
the embryonic period are needed to provide the required
oocytes during the reproductive age. Long-time ovarian
reserve would cause genetic changes in follicular cells and
oocytes by the effects of many genetic and environmental
factors on stored oocytes (22).
It is noteworthy that Zuckerman’s studies which
performed in 1951, left for long periods without an
argument and for more than 50 years, his statements
had been accepted by other researchers. According to
Zuckerman himself, in later years, it became clear that
the scientist had no scientific evidence about the inability
of ovaries to oogenesis during postnatal period and his
statements were just because of the fact that no evidence
had been found about postnatally oogenesis in ovaries
(23). In recent years, new studies have been conducted
and the basic theory has been challenged. They have
demonstrated that most reasons of the basic theory, have
no scientific basis and they are reviewable and revisable.
In 2003, Hubner et al represented oogenesis in cultured
embryonic stem cells. In some studies, germline stem cells
(GSCs) had retained their mitotic activity in the ovaries of
adult mammals (24). Even mitotic divisions in ovaries of
most of them were also shown over the years (25,26).
In a significant study, Bukovsky et al demonstrated
that mesenchymal cells in tunica albuginea (TA) have
the ability to transform to ovarian epithelial cells. They
enter into the ovarian blood vessels and act as germ cells.
They are also involved in reformation of follicles in the
ovaries of adult women after puberty (27). These findings
were of high clinical value and they shook the basis of
existing theory about folliculogenesis and oogenesis to a
large extent. More research was necessary to construct a
stronger scientific basis for new theory. Thus, in recent
years, research on the ovary and stem cells has been
very challenging. In recent years, Johnson et al (28)
presented some evidence about presenting of germ cells
and their proliferation in the ovaries of adult mice and
also their participation in the ovarian reserve after birth.
A study demonstrated that 7 to 100 days after birth, no
reduction occurred in the number of primordial follicles
in the ovaries of mice. Moreover, it showed that maximum
decrease in the number of follicles was after the day 200

(29). The scientists believed that premature germ cells
which could be seen in ovaries of adult mammals, have the
power to create new oocytes in proper condition. Johnson
et al based their claims about the follicle formation and
oocytes in post-puberty period on 3 principles:
1. Lack of relationship between atretic follicles and the
lost follicles rate in the period before birth,
2. Detection and confirmation of GSCs with high
mitotic ability, and
3. The renewal of folliculogenesis in grafted ovaries in
samples of adult mice.
According to the role of exo-ovarian stem cells like blood
and bone marrow stem cells (BMSCs), in many diseases
(such as premature ovarian failure (POF) and infertility
in young women caused by chemotherapy and idiopathic
infertility), this idea arose that bone marrow and blood
cells transplant could be applied in these patients to get
help of stem cells with non-ovarian derivation (30).
However, this process requires extreme caution because
many contaminated cells may be involve the recipient
in this process, and the person could likely has an active
ovary and fertile oocytes (31).
Follicles Derived From Bone Marrow Stem Cells
Further studies conducted in recent years proved that a
lot of oocytes are quickly produced in the ovaries of adult
mice within 24 hours (32). According to the expression of
GSC markers in the bone marrow cells, it seems that the
bone marrow is an outside source for ovarian stem cells.
Another study conducted on mice, had infertility
induced to the mice by undergoing chemotherapy,
then bone marrow transplant achieved. It was observed
that in addition to the return of fertility in the mice,
no genetic problems especially in the oocytes and new
follicles occurred (33). These findings could be helpful
for people who are deprived of having active ovary and
healthy oocytes because of genetic reasons. According
to the analysis of gene expression and bone marrow
transplantation (BMT) in samples which made infertile
by chemotherapy drugs, researchers have demonstrated
that there are GSCs in the bone marrow, and when it is
necessary, under the appropriate conditions, they provide
ovarian reserve for the entire fertility period.
One of the harmful effects of cancer treatment, is
damaging of reproductive system. This issue can cause
POF and infertility in women younger than 40 years
(34-36).
In most cases this is because of toxic effects of
chemotherapy drugs on germ cells of ovaries and oocytes.
Therefore, when healthy oocytes for fertility are required
in women after their chemotherapy, one of the noticeable
challenges for researchers is keeping available oocytes and
follicles safe in the ovaries during chemotherapy (37-39).
However, women at postmenopausal period who
underwent cancer chemotherapy and have received
BMT in the treatment of cancer, faced a return in their
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ovarian function for some unknown reasons. They also
experienced the beginning of ovarian activity again. In
the case of women who were treated with drugs that are
cytotoxic for ovary and suffered early menopause, bone
marrow transplant returned ovarian activity for some
unknown reasons (40,41).
Follicles Derived From Mesenchymal Stem Cells
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) which are seen in bone
marrow culture medium, are multi potency in nature.
MSCs have capability of simplicity of separation and
culture in larger scales. This matter makes these cells
appropriate candidates for stem cell therapy (42). MSCs
have been taken into consideration for gene and cellular
therapies because of their power of self-renewal and
multipotency properties in recent years (43). Direct MSCs
transplant into the brain and heart of rats, reduced brain
and heart failure following ischemia of the brain and heart
(44,45). One of the mechanisms causing this phenomenon
is movement of MSCs into the damaged tissues of rat and
replacement with damaged cells. However, cytokines that
are released from MSCs can repair damaged cells and
prevent apoptosis and return their normal function (46).
POF could occur as a result of treatment of childhood
cancer with chemotherapy and if the treatment was in late
childhood, POF might be remained in adulthood with
very high probability.
POF in girls is one of the known problems followed by
chemotherapy and radiotherapy and could be observed in
6% of children after chemotherapy and radiotherapy (47).
However, the recovery of ovarian function after cancer
treatment in certain cases has been reported in adults and
older children.
Rahhal and Eugster reported a case in 2008, in which a
patient treated with chemotherapy and radiotherapy was
followed by leukemia and growth hormone deficiency.
The patient had been exposed to whole-body radiation,
which could be a major risk factor in the development of
permanent ovarian failure. The patient was subsequently
treated with allogeneic umbilical cord blood transplant,
8 years after transplantation. Spontaneous recovery
of ovarian function was observed during the patient’s
puberty (48). Some researchers also demonstrated that
ovarian function in the patients who are undergoing
chemotherapy, may also be improved by treatment with
sexual steroid drugs (49). As mentioned above, new
follicles in the ovaries of mice could be generated by GSCs
which are derived from bone marrow and entered the
bloodstream. The researchers, according to conducted
clinical treatments, believed that with blood transfusion
alone, we could also achieve top results and infertility could
be treated. However, the statements of the researchers
about blood transfusion faced with much opposition in
later years (50) because Eggan et al believed that, in their
research, they had used parabiotic mice in which mouse
ovarian have failed to generate new oocytes or follicles
130

after blood transfusion or a bone marrow transplant (51).
According to the results and findings mentioned
above, it could be said that one of the reasons for ovarian
remission and fertility recovery is re-accumulation of
germ cells, or entering of the bloodstream germ cells into
the ovary. It is noteworthy that the entry of germ cells
of the donor to recipient ovary, could cause social, legal,
and very important physiological problems. To clarify
this point, in clinical study of Veitia et al, a woman gave
birth to a child after allogeneic bone marrow transplant.
Despite the clinical status of the patient, who was treated
with chemotherapy and radiotherapy, she became
pregnant and gave birth to a healthy child (52). Mother’s
DNA, the child, and the donor were analyzed. Genetic
analysis has fully demonstrated that there was no genetic
and inheritance relationship between the child and the
donor of bone marrow and the child’s DNA matched
perfectly with the mother’s DNA. These findings of Vietia
et al, were completely opposed to Johnson’s theory which
believed that ovarian function remission and fertility
recovery are because of the GSCs which enter from bone
marrow into ovary (52). It appears that fertility improving
after BMT, could be due to reduced degradation of follicles
in the ovaries. Notably, according to the other findings,
in contrast to radiation therapy, chemotherapy does not
cause complete infertility in mice, but chemotherapy keeps
some follicles, oocytes, and the GSCs for improvement
of ovarian function and renewal after treatment. MSCs
transplantation could improve function and structure of
damaged tissues. Fu et al conducted a study to investigate
the role of MSCs transplantation therapy in ovaries
of mice damaged following chemotherapy (53). The
researchers demonstrated that damaged ovarian function
was improved and granulosa cell apoptosis was reduced.
This was the situation in which the chemotherapy drugs
were injected in mice after MSCs transplantation. The
mechanism of the formation of the above results is
maybe due to the role of cytokines released of MSCs after
transplantation of these cells and affected ovarian tissue.
In a recent study, it is also demonstrated that cytokines
are released from the MSCs, in in vitro conditions, cause
prevention of granulosa cell apoptosis which can be
followed by the toxic effects of chemotherapy drugs (54).
After transplantation of MSCs, MSC-derived cells were
seen in the ovarian tissue but did not exist inside the
follicles. These findings indicate that MSCs may have an
important role in the protection and promotion of the
ovary. However, is doubtful that MSCs differentiate to
granulosa cells or oocytes (55).
Recent studies have caused many challenges about
fertility, growth, and differentiation of GSCs. Many
researchers in recent years have indicated that in in
vitro condition, stem cells derived from embryonic stem
cells, or teratocarcinoma stem cells could differentiate to
GSCs, but in the condition that a suitable environment is
provided in the testes or ovaries for it (56,57).
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Follicles Derived From Peripheral Blood Stem Cells
Similar studies conducted by other scientists and
demonstrated that peripheral blood (PB) is also another
source of GSCs in the ovaries of adult mice. After
transgenic-mice blood transfusion through which their
cells were labeled with green fluorescent protein (GFP),
infertile recipient mice produced oocytes with positive
GFP and were seen in primordial follicles in ovaries of
receiver mice (56).
The above findings demonstrated that germ cells
(germline germ cells) existing in bone marrow, are
released in PB and come to the ovary by blood and are
replaced there (33).
Follicles Derived From Somatic Stem Cells
Ovary contains many inactive primordial follicles. Each
follicle contains a small non-grown oocyte and a layer
of amorphous cells which are surrounded by follicular
basement membrane (57). In a portion of the physiological
process, primordial follicles activate and oocytes begin
to grow. The surrounding granulosa cells start mitotic
divisions. With their mitotic divisions, the number of
granulosa cell layers which surround oocyte, begins to
increase and basement membrane expands (57).
Primordial follicles grow and evolve to primary follicles
and they are also change to preantral follicles (secondary),
antral (tertiary), eventually preovulatory, and Graffin
follicles. It seems that stem cells of granulosa cells are also
capable of producing follicles. All these phenomena are
regulated by hormones and environmental factors inside
the ovary and have a significant impact on promoting this
process (58). The role of granulosa cells known as somatic
cells is critical.
Follicles Derived From Ovarian Surface Epithelium
In adults, it seems that OSE is a new source for germ
cells and primary follicles which are created because
of placement of granulosa cells and oocyte in the ovary
cortex together. Some studies have demonstrated that,
in the medium, oocytes and granulosa cells arise from
ovary surface epithelium and these events are possible in
in vitro conditions. Cells were cultured under appropriate
conditions and were represented phenotype of normal
oocytes. The obtained oocytes also displayed other
conditions including the creation of polar body and
expression of genes related to secondary oocytes. Create
primary follicles in vitro conditions could be the reason
for existence of another source of oocytes and granulosa
cells (59,60).
According to renewal of folliculogenesis and generating
new follicles in the ovaries of adult women, many studies
have demonstrated that the OSE could be a new source
for oocytes and granulosa cells which primary follicles
arise by juxtapositioning of them in ovarian cortex. It is
believed that the components of a new primary follicle,
the granulosa cells and germ cells, differentiate among

mesenchymal progenitor cells in TA layer of ovary.
In the phenomenon of differentiation, mesenchymal
cells of TA enter into the OSE or its crypts. Mesenchymal
cells are then gotten the characteristics of epithelial
cells, and it seems that they are progressing to produce
somatic cells (granulosa cells). Epithelial cells generated
by mesenchymal cells, make a cord-mode structure and
drop to deeper parts of the ovarian cortex. These cells
could be a source of germ cells that along with granulosa
cells which are created in the OSE, could be sufficient to
create new primary follicles. Oogenesis occurs after these
events (59).
The theory that new primary follicles originate form
OSE and source of germ cells is in this layer of the ovary,
is inconsistent with statements of Johnson et al to some
extent. It is because that they believed that the source of
germ cells and granulosa Cells are in the bone marrow
and new follicles are created by their release to PB and
replacement in ovary (61). It seems that Bukovsky theory
be more correct. In older women, oocytes and follicles
undergo genetic changes for any reason including genetic
and environmental factors. This is because of the fact that
in older women, OSE loses its morphology and may not
be able to supply needed germ cells and stem cells to create
new follicles.
Approximately, most of researchers agree that infertility
is a noticeable matter which could have different causes
from PCOS to hormonal disorders. The PCOS is one of
the most common causes of anovulatory infertility and a
notable number of women in reproductive age are affected
by it. It even could be a risk factor for cancer development
(62). Hormonal disorders are also possible candidates for
infertility. The hope of stem cell therapy grows day by day
and maybe become the major treatment for infertility.
Conclusions
Nowadays, it is undeniable that stem cell therapy and the
use of multi-potent cells in the treatment procedure of
women infertility is one of the most significant debates.
The use of stem cells to provide new ovarian reserve or
to treat damaged follicles could be safe and successful
methods to achieve fertility. Bone marrow stem cells
(BMSC), MSCs (MSC), peripheral blood stem cells
(PBSC), somatic stem cells (SSC), and OSE could be some
sources for stem cells. Finally, there are many researches
that confirm this matter.
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